Honey Honey is buzzing with the sweet, freshness of a summery seaside cottage garden in full bloom. Ocean breezes whirl throughout the collection that features a mix of lush border gardens, hydrangea, asters, lavender, and kaleidoscopic lace and honeycomb patterns. Lively tea roses in vibrant shades of coral, blush and violet are ready to be snipped and stitched into whatever project you can daydream up! So take a stroll and see what the tide washes onto the shores of your creativity.
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- Skus: 35 Prints 6 Coated 5 Bella Solids 44”-45” 100% Premium Cotton

- Asst. 27140-15 15 Yards of Each
- Asst. 27140-10 10 Yards of Each
- Asst. 27140-10H 10 Yards of 20 Skus
- 27140AB Bundle: 35 Skus 18” x 22”
- 27140DR Dessert Roll (20) 5”x45” Strips - Pk 4
- 27140JR Jellyroll (40) 2½”x45” Strips - Pk 4
- 27140LC Layer Cake (42) 10”x10” Squares - Pk 4
- 27140PP (42) 5”x5” Squares - PK 12
- PS27140 Project Sheets - PK 25

Coated and Bella Solids are not in the Assortment or Precuts.
JR’s, LC’s & PP’s include two each of 27144.
DR includes 20 low cal stock numbers.